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Impact Studios Gets Talent Stations 

Talent Stations take their place among, well... talent! 

Marc Lehmuth sent us these recent photos of Impact 

Partnership's new 10-studio installation in Kennesaw Georgia. 

Shown is Studio A with several mic positions and Wheatstone 

TS-4 Talent Stations (with mic on/off/cough. talkback, and 

headpione source) mounted into the desktop, all networked 

through the WheatNet-IP audio system. The new recording 

studio was built for Impact Partnership's radio "dream team." 

which develops talk programming tor financial advisors as well 

as related spots for radio. This isn't Marc's frst experience with 

Wheatstone. Marc was previously the engineering director 

for Cumulus Media in Atlanta. where he started out with 

Wheatstone.s TOM routing technology and added WheatNet-IP 

audio networking and control surfaces using a MADI interface. 

When Marc became the director of engineering for Impact 

Partnership earlier this year, he brought along some Wheat. See 

more photos... 

INN15.wheatstone.com 

We've Sp!lit the Scene! 

The LX-24 cal get even MORE modular! 

Look what we showed off at IBC this year! This split frame 

LX-24 control surface arrived in Amsterdam in two pods, 

six modules on each side. With all the console action off 

to the side, announcers can work the show from their 

keyboard. monitor and mouse in the middle. There's no need 

for a backpiane for the modules, and the motherboard is 

conveniently mounted under the table. (Look closely - you'll see 

two TS-4 Talent Stations, table-mounted, as well). 

ff you missed iS at IBC, come see us at NATEXPO in Moscow. 

Russia, November 19-21; we'll be in booth A69_ 

INN15.vy heatstone.com 

Sound Off 

Our fr ends south of the border sure know how 

to do radio. When we sent our audio processing 

specialist Mike Erickson packing to Radio Grupo 

in the Mexican city of Aguascalientes last month, 

we expected him to come back with tales of AM 

flamethrowers ano hot tamales. 

Instead, he wound up doing something he rarely gets to 

do at a Top 40 station: setting the sound for daily first and 

loudness second. "They were going for long term tstening 

and clean sound, which is a welcome change fo- guys like 

me who appreciate some dynamic range," says Mike. "When 

processing for CHA, it's usually loud and exaggerated. But 

they wanted open, clear and engaging!" 

INN15.wheatstone.com 

phone 1.252.638-7000 I vvheatstone.com I sales@wheatstone.com 

OK this spread is an advertising Dace paid for by Wheatstone. But hopefuly you'll find it informative, entertaining and D.:impelling. 
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WE COVER THE ENTIRE 
BUSINESS ( YLLE OF RADIO 
4,000+ Radio Stations rely on WideOrbit to significantly improve their business 

WO Media Sales delivers intelligent 

tools that will make your AEs more 

effective and efficient. 

Where's the money? 

Leverage the full power 

of your information with 

WO Analytics. 

WO Automation for Radio 

is the industry's most 

modern and powerful 

radio automation system. 

Business 
Analytics 

Automation 

Mobile/SMS 

WO Mobile delivers new 

revenue opportunities and 

audience engagement. 

Sales Force 
Automation 

WIDEORBIT 

Digital 
Programmatic 

WideOrbit enables real-time 

inventory optimization to increase 

digital advertising revenue. 

With WO Traffic you can 

manage multiple stations, 

markets and groups from 

a single system. 

Digital 
Management 

Radio 
Integrations 

WO Traffic - Digital Orders 

enables broadcast and 

digital order management 

and monetization in one 

single-vendor solution. 

Seamless integrations with 

all popular traffic systems 

and music schedulers. 

To learn more or schedule a demo, do to: www.wideorbit.com/4000+ 
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Questions? Please Contact: Susie Hedrick, Vice President of Radio Sales 

Office: +1.208.788.1564 I Mobile: +1.208.720.2836 I shedrick@wideorbit.com 



What About AM? 

ast month I visited the annual fall Radio Show. It was an 

eye-opening event on many fronts. I came away from the 

show with a number of impressions, the first of which is that 

while the industry remains vibrant; it is in an ongoing period 

of change. 

So where does the industry currently stand and what do we as broad-

casters need to do in order to thrive? It depends on whom you talk to 

and what hot button industry topic you bring up. One topic in the forefront of the minds of many 

broadcasters right now is the future of the AM band. 

Radio Disney recently announced plans to sell the majority of their broadcast properties, all 

but one of which are AM stations. While the stations will not be going dark during this process, 

this announcement brought up additional questions about what will ultimately become of the AM 

broadcast service as it faces increasing threats from noise and interference, poorly designed (or 

non-existent) AM receivers, and encroachment on tower sites by development. 

Some solutions proposed to address the issue include allocating more FM translators for AM, 

moving to an all-digital AM band, or at least allowing some broadcasters to drop analog for all-

digital operation, and a long-standing proposal to eliminate the so-called "ratchet rule." 

Others believe that the solution is to address the noise and interference issue, and to enhance 

the audio quality of analog AM along with receiver design. Yet another proposal would involve 

shifting stations to a different chunk of spectrum, again, possibly in digital. A few naysayers would 

even go so far as to suggest that stations should just be allowed to go dark. 

No single issue in broadcasting brings out as many passionate discussions as this topic. AM 

broadcast has been a valuable source of information and entertainment to many communities 

over the years, and is where broadcasting has its very deep roots. 

I personally believe that as others and I have said many times before, content is the key. We 

can discuss the delivery method all day long, but at the end of the day the message matters at least 

as much if not more than the medium. I know of many AM stations that are still providing the 

same local service to their communities that they have been since they went on the air. It can be a 

lifeline, particularly in very rural areas. 
If the service a station provides through AM broadcast is still working for its audience, I see 

absolutely no reason to suggest immediate change just for the sake of change, but at the same time 

the threats are very real. A long-term solution is in the best interests of both the industry and 

listeners. Exactly what that long-term solution will look like remains to be seen. 

Do you have stories of AM broadcasters serving the community or thoughts on the future of 

the AM band? E-Mail your comments to radio@radiomagonline.com.0 
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STAG VIP brings your callers closer to you in three invaluabe ways. First, it allows you to take wideband calls from SIP computer 
and Smartphone apps. This gives you show HD Voice quaIity making calls sound better thereby increasing listener TSL, loyalty 

and ratings. It's especially easy to set-up. Jus: send your regular contributors a web link and before you know it, STAC VIP will 
put you wed ahead of the competition. Secondly, STAG VIP allows your callers to connect via their legacy medium of choice - there 
are no barriers. There is full integration to your IP PBX ard POTS, ISDN or Ti gateways. 
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FCCUPDATE 

by Lee Petro 

Tell City Waiver Denied 

he FCC's Media Bureau issued a 

T big decision regarding the long-
pending Tell City waiver request. 

The waiver request proposed to 

move an FM translator's transmitter site and 

operating channel so that it would operate 

as a fill-in translator for an AM station. The 

waiver sought to build off the prior Matoon 

waivers, but the Media Bureau ultimately 

found sufficient differences to dény the waiver 

request. 

First, the Matoon waiver standard included 

the requirement that the 60 dBu contour of the 

existing contour overlapped with the 60 dBu 

contour of the proposed facility. This require-

ment was important to the staff when it granted 

the first Matoon waiver because the two facili-

ties were mutually exclusive, i.e., both could 

not be authorized to operate at the same time. 

The Matoon waiver also focused on the use of 

the FM translator to rebroadcast the signal of 

an AM station. Since the first waiver request 

was granted, a significant number of other FM 
translators have requested waivers. 

However, the facilities proposed in the Tell 

City waiver request were not mutually exclu-

sive. Instead, the Tell City applicants sought 

a waiver of the requirement, arguing that no 

other applicant would be 

harmed. The principal involved is based in 

a 1945 Supreme Court decision - Ashbacker 

- that underpins the FCC's processing of ap-

plications. 

Where two applicants are given the oppor-

tunity to file applications that could be mutually 

exclusive (i.e., the LPFM filing window), the 

FCC is said to have satisfied Ashbacker. When 

one applicant files a "minor" change applica-

tion, Ashbacker is not an issue because no other 

party would be able to file an application that 

conflicted with the minor change application, in 

light of the minor change application's mutual-

exclusivity with the applicant's underlying 

authorization. 

However, in the case of Tell City, the ap-

plicant sought a waiver to file an application 

that was not mutually exclusive with its current 

authorization, but it still sought processing as 

a minor change application. Setting aside the 

laudable goal of beefing up the number of FM 

translators eligible to fill in AM signals, the 

Bureau's staff focused on the fact that no other 

party could have filed for facilities that con-

flicted with Tell City's proposed facilities since 

minor change applications are processed on a 

first-come, first-served basis. Thus, unless an-

other applicant by chance filed an application on 

the same day as the submission of the Tell City 

DATELINE 

application, that other applicant was out of luck. 

Because the submission of Tell City-like 

applications would largely undermine the 

FCC's processing guidelines by eliminat-

ing the difference between major and minor 

change applications, the Bureau found that the 

waiver request was better suited as a petition 

for rulemaking. 

In fact, the Bureau also noted that there was 

a rulemaking pending relating to the revitaliza-

tion of the AM service. In the many proposals 

set forth therein, the FCC had proposed opening 

a limited filing window for AM licensees to 

file for FM translators. So, separate from the 

finding that a waiver was not appropriate due 

to Ashbacker concerns, the Bureau pointed to 

the ongoing rulemaking proceeding as the best 

source for relief. 

As one can imagine, the response by most 

broadcasters was not supportive, especially 

since many licensees and the NAB filed com-

ments urging the Bureau to the grant the 

waiver. In addition, Commissioner Ajit Pal 

has been vocal in his support for the FCC to 

promote the AM service. In the wake of the 

Tell City decision, Commissioner Pal issued a 

statement expressing his disappointment, and 

urging the FCC to move forward on adopting 

rules in the AM Revitalization proceeding. 

Petro is of counsel at Drinker Biddle & Reath, UR 
Email: lee.petro@dbrcorn. 

October 1, 2014 - Annual EEO Public File Reports placed in station's 

public file in Alaska, Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, Missouri, Oregon, Washington, 

American Samoa, Guam, the Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, Saipan and 

the Virgin Islands. 

October 1, 2014 - Biennial Ownership Reports for Noncommercial stations 

in Iowa and Missouri must be filed with FCC and placed in public inspection file. 

October 10, 2014 - Third Quarter issues/Programs lists must be placed 

in public inspection file in all states. 

8 OCTOBER 2014 I radiomagonline.com 



Accelerate Your ROI 
Operating costs are a critical concern for every over-the- air broadcaster. These concerns are eclipsed only 
by the ambition to deliver a superior radio experience for audiences. Who will you trust to maximize your 
long-term capital investment? 

EatesAir has a decades- long history of technological breakthroughs that enhance operating efficiencies 
and improve the radio listener experience. 

These innovations were the fabric of our company as Harris Broadcast — a history that continues today 
with the formation of GatesAir. 

Accelerate your over-the-air radio R01. Reduce your total cost of ownership with the industry's most 
efficient transmitters. 

GATESAIR 
Connecting What's Next 
+1 513 459 3400 
vvww.gatesair.com 



FACILITYSHOWCASE 

It with Kix" and others. All of these brands 

originate from the new campus. 

Control Room for 
"America's Morning Show" Studio 

Delivers Country From Nashville 
by Shane Toven, Editor 

hen you think about Nashville, 

the first thing that comes to mind 

is probably music—particularly 

country music. In 2013, Cumulus 

launched the NASH brand of country music 

lifestyle and entertainment programming with 

NASH FM 94.7 in New York City as the flagship 

station. Early that year, the NASH brands re-

ceived new headquarters as Cumulus construct-

ed the NASH campus and studio facilities in the 

heart of Nashville. 

The NASH label encompasses a number of 

brands spanning various multimedia platforms 

including "America's Morning Show," "NASH 

Nights Live with Shawn Parr; "American 

Country Countdown with Kix Brooke "Kickin' 

e  RF SpecioWet 
tie Group 

www rfspecialties.com 

BEHIND THE BUILD 

Radio magazine interviewed Gary Kline, 

director of engineering for Cumulus, about the 

new facility. 

Radio: This truly is a unique facility. Tell me 

a little bit about some of the main design goals 

behind the NASH studios. 

Kline: The goal was to lay the foundation for a 

cutting-edge broadcast and production facility to 

support our NASH brand globally. We intend for 

this property to become a campus with various 

production facilities located on our expansive 

property near downtown Nashville. We wanted 

the very latest and most modern technology for 

audio, video and multimedia production. One of 

our design goals was to ensure we could distrib-

ute and produce high-quality HD video, and the 

very best audio content for broadcast, streaming, 

web, television, etc. All of this had to be handled 

in an efficient manner so that we could maximize 

Cumulus wishes to 

acknowledge some of the 

engineers that assisted 

with the build: 

Marc Lehmuth 

Zach Harper 

Troy Pennington 

Martin Stabbert 

Yancy McNair 

Robert Combs 

Justin Tucker 

Dave Supplee 

Bobby Dotson 

Trey Bryant 

our production capabilities while retaining the 

ability to reconfigure and respond to new pro-

gramming requests quicldy. We also incorporated 

space for our publishing partner, Country Weekly 

Magazine. They have a full editorial room as well 

as storage and conference areas. 

Radio: Building a new facility always cornes with 

unique challenges—I can imagine the challenges 

are even greater when building a facility designed 

for national origination of an entire family of 

brands. Can you tell me a bit more about some 

of the challenges that you faced during the design 

and build process? 

Kline: Essentially we gutted the old Citadel 

facility down to the concrete floors and steel 

rafters. Before we could do that, however, we 

had to move WGFX (FM) and WKDF (FM) 

over to our other large broadcast facility at 

Music Circle. WGFX is a sports/talk station with 

a complex format, and the flagship station for 

the Titans. Building new studios for them was 

no small task, and that had to be done before 

the operation could be moved. The same is true 

10 OCTOBER 2014 radiomagonline.com 
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For Challenging Reception Scenarios. 

OFF AIR PROWESS 

Our unique Software Defined Radio 

(SDR) front-end delivers unparalleled 

sensitivity, selectivity, and RF shield-

ing. And with Composite-Regenera-

tion mode snuffing out unwanted 

baseband noise, you get cleaner 

audio in locations you never thought 

possible. 

More in/output options: 

RECEPTION TOOLS 

Zoom in on frequency issues with 

the built in BandScannerTN and 

MPX FFT, or use Active and 

Manual reception processing for 

total control over Bandwidth, Blend, 

Multipath Mitigation and more. 

Live You Tube demo @ www.ino 
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AUDIO PROTECTION 

Whether you utilize ' Hijack' preven-

tion, SD Card or Web Stream Audio 

Failover, you'll never have dead air. 

Plus with remote Web listening, 

Email/SMS notifications and SNMP 

you'll know (and be able to verify) 

immediately when things go wrong. 
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user experience ever. 
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FA ILITYSHOWCASE 

for WKDF. A lot of work had to be done at Music 

Circle to expand and prepare our existing TDM 

audio routing system to accommodate the new 

family members. Hats off to our excellent Nashville 

engineering team, which handled this large project. 

Another challenge (after we cleared the building 

of live broadcast stations) was designing the new 

layout, which had to accommodate both radio 

and television studios. We brought in an architect 

and interior design firm to assist us with this. The 

design was an iterative process with many meet-

ings to hash things out. The challenge was not only 

figuring out what went where, but also thinking in 

terms of the future. For example, we had to make 

sure we had enough rooms allocated for video and 

audio production to handle growth over a period 

of years. Another challenge was being ready for 

future furniture and studio layout changes; so we 

installed floor conduits and cable jacks throughout 

the facility in all sorts of places, some hidden. If 

you pick up the floor rug in Kix's studio you'll see 

what I mean! Oh, one other interesting challenge— 

one that I think we nailed...Installing multiple 

monitors and mics without blocking camera 

angles. Check out Blair Garner's studio. 

Radio: So how long did the project take from initial 

concept to completion? 

Kline: There really were a couple of periods 

of time here. We built the facility in differ-

ent phases with Kix's studio being Phase 1, 

"America's Morning Show with Blair Garner" 

being Phase 2, and "NASH Nights Live" being 

Phase 3. We are working right now on a Phase 4 

studio as we are regularly engaged in supporting 

our brand. That being said, I think it was July of 

2012 when we first decided to begin designing 

the facility. It was then that we hired an interior 

MODEL 340 

MX12LW 

Left rack: Op-x automation and VoxPro PCs; 
rght rack: codecs and AolP studio engines 

design firm and began working on plans. We 

used two different architects assisting with 

certain construction and design elements as well 

as providing stamped plans for permitting. The 

next step in the process was equipment selec-

tion and studio furniture design. By January of 

2013 we had a general contractor on board with 

plans in hand. In March of 2013, we moved Kix 

into his beautiful new studio where "American 

Country Countdown" and "Kickin' it with Kix" 

is produced. The design, planning, bidding, 

permitting, and demo work took the most time 

up front. Once we had all of our ducks in a row 

it was full steam ahead, not unlike most studio 

projects. Blairi studio went online from NASH 

campus around September of 2013. He broadcast 

his show from temporary studios at Music Circle 

until the new studio at the NASH campus was 

DYNAMAX MX SERIES 
•6 to18 channel configurations 
•24 or 36 inch wide frames 

•2" or 3" wide module optons 

•4 Output Buss (two Stereo 

and two Mono) 
• Metering for all 4 Outputs 
•2 - 4X1 auxiliary inputs s:andard 
• Mic preamp on first two r:,12nnels 

215-547-2570 
www.sandiesusa.com 

SAN DIES 

01 
MODEL 343 
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Digilieltreme 
ON AIR SOFTWARE FOR LIVE ON AIR, HARD DISK, AND SATELLIl t 
AUTOMATION ... 16 CHANNEL ROUTING SWITCHER FOR NETWORK 
PLAY AND RECORD ... SCHEDULING SOFTWARE FOR YOUR TRAF-
FIC STUDIO ... EDITOR/RECORDER SOFTWARE FOR PRO-
DUCTION ... PHONER RECORDER/EDITOR ... VOICE 
TRACKER ... UNATTENDED GAMES ... MUSIC SCHED-
ULER ... FREE SOFTWARE UPGRADES ... FREE TELE-
PHONE SUPPORT ... FREE TRAINING ... JUST ADD PC'S 
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Get a complete Automation soluti 
upgrades, support, a 

only S100 
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training 

ARRAKIS SYSTEMS INC. 

ware, 
or... 

hardware, 

Join the HUNDREDS of others on air around the World with Digilink-Xtreme. Full featured, it is easy to install, use, and maintain. Choose from either 

the no contract $ 100 per month ' Solutions Program' or buy 'Xtreme-Complete' outright for only $ 6,500. 
With the $ 100 per month Solutions Program,' you receive Xtreme software (On Air, Production, fi Scheduling) and " Bridge" hardware PLUS 

training, support, and upgrades for your ENTIRE radio station. You supply the PCs or we can supply them for you. For less than the cost of a good 

cell phone contract you can be on air tomorrow with Xtreme. 
With 'Xtreme-Complete' for MHO, you purchase a complete system ready for air: DELL business PC, Arrakis ' Bridge', and Xtreme software 

for on air, production, scheduling, voice tracking and more. The system cames with a full year of the ' Solutions Program' with training, support, 

upgrades, and next business day ' Bridge' replacement if it should fail. The DELL PC comes with 3 years ef next business day, on site service from 

DELL. 

Order your system today and receive it tomorrow... call us at 97B-491-0730 ext 309 



FACILITYSH I WCASE 

Elaina Smith and Shawn Parr get ready for another bit on "NASH Nights" at the Cumulus 
NASH studios. 

ready. This transition period gave us a chance 

to work out a lot of bugs before we moved him 

and his broadcast crew over to the new studios. 

"NASH Nights Live" began broadcasting from 

their new Phase 3 studio in January of 2014. 

Radio: Who were some of the key equipment 

manufacturers for this project? Choosing from the 

variety of options out there can be a bit of a chal-

lenge. Tell me a bit about the decision process for 

the equipment on this particular project. 

Kline: The audio portion of the facility is 

handled by an Axia infrastructure using their 

xNodes for I/O. This approach allowed us maxi-

mum flexibility and scalability. We absolutely 

knew we wanted to build around an IP-based 

system with super flexible GPIO and audio rout-

ing capabilities. Using Axia and their Livewire 

transport allowed us to take advantage of a full 

broadcast ecosystem. Our VX studio telephone 

hybrids speak natively to the Axia system, as do 

our many 25/7 digital delay units. Zephyr ISDN 

boxes used for guests and backup backhaul also 

speak Livewire. The automation system used 

throughout the plant is Op-x. It has been very re-

liable and speaks directly to Axia using Livewire 

drivers. The system has various iPad apps for 

remote control, which we like. APT Oslo frames 

handle the backhaul to our Westwood One satel-

lite uplink in New York, with ISDN as backup. 

The APT units run over redundant private and 

public IP networks, and use Surestream technol-

ogy to manage that. We also have Intraplex 

frames with Ti cards. Both the Ti and IP boxes 

use uncompressed audio. Everything in the plant 

is AES, and all music is PCM WAV. We literally 

run linear audio throughout the plant to the 

uplink. This is not by accident—this is a must for 

us. Orad provided all of the HD television graph-

ics and switching. We worked very closely with 

them to integrate their software with our Axia 

system. For instance, in any studio, the cameras 

will switch automatically when someone speaks 

on Mic. If two people are speaking, the system 

is smart enough to go to a split-screen mode. 

Of course, you can still switch things manually, 

but automatic mode lets our producers, board 

ops, screeners, and video experts focus on other 

things during the show as needed. Orad is a top-

notch company based in Israel. Their graphics 

package integrates social media such as Facebook 

and Twitter, which is almost a requirement now 

for interaction with the audience. Sony provided 

the PTZ HD broadcast quality cameras. Crestron 

provided the large video matrix and control 

system for the many LCD monitors in the 

"NASH Nights" studio furniture with guitar 
neck legs - made by Omnirax 
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studios and throughout the campus. Omnirax handled all of the custom-very 

custom-studio furniture. Mika provided the mic and monitor arms. Dell and 

HP provided the many audio, video, storage and archiving servers. Sadie and 

Adobe provided much of the editing software. 

Radio: These studios are absolutely gorgeous. Attention to detail is important 

when designing a room with proper studio acoustics—even more so when that 

studio will be used for video as well. Who did you use for the architectural and 

studio design? 

Kline: Anderson Design handled our interior finishes, consulted on overall 

layout, and was an integral team member working across all disciplines. For 

example, studio furniture placement had to be carefully coordinated with 

regular furniture locations, backdrops, and lighting angles. Kathy Anderson's 

The Kix Brooks Studio Control Room, where "American Country Count-
down" and " Kickin' it with Kix" are produced. 

firm has handled many major projects for both residential and commercial 

clients, some very famous folks I can't mention. Ever been backstage at the 

Grand Ole Opry? That's her work. West Construction also contributed to 

the architecture design, and handled all non-equipment construction. Clair 

Systems (Clair Brothers) handled most of our lighting and video design and 

integration. David Holland at Omnirax, as always, was invaluable with studio 

furniture design as well as giving advice on line of sight and overall layout. 

There is much more to studio furniture design than choosing a color and 

size—When you add TV cameras it gets even crazier. Cumulus engineers from 

around the country drove and flew to Nashville to wire, build, and configure 

all of the broadcast gear. It was a team effort. 

Radio: I see a few very cool features that stand out to me, including a guitar 

neck shaped countertop leg in the NASH Nights" studio. Tell me a bit about 

some of the more "unique" features of the facility. Is there anything in particular 

that you really want to highlight? 

Kline: I think the automatic camera switching based on who is speaking is 

amazing. Our graphics package for video is excellent and very social media 

friendly. The lighting control can be handled manually using sophisticated 

lighting controllers, or via our Crestron lighting package. For example, Kix can 

walk into his room and convert the entire lighting scene to video interview 

mode by pushing one button. If he hits another button, all the lights return to 
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A multi-purpose basketball, volleyball and tennis court gives 
NASH guests, staff and talent a place to unwind. 

normal. We provide title and artist data from 

all playout systems via a special data path to the 

uplink, and pass that data to the affiliates of our 

live programs. Bier's morning show studio is 

also a live audience performance space. We can 

accommodate about 17 people in a very com-

fortable and intimate environment for watching 

the live nationally broadcast radio show or oc-

casional live act performances. The entire studio 

set can be disconnected (via pre-made cable 

harnesses) and wheeled off the stage for multi-

person acts that require the additional space. We 

have an entirely separate digital mixing console 

and Clair Brothers designed sound system for 

these events. The band mixer feeds the Axia sys-

tem for broadcast use. We have a full Crestron 

matrix for video switching. This allows monitors 

in the lobby, green room, studios, wherever, to 

S7.yle and affordability from 
the industry leader. 

Custom furniture • Full integration services • RF services 

GRAHAM STUDIOS 
Broadcast Furniture 

(866) 481-6696 • gralam-adies.com 

be remotely set to show a 

number of different feeds. 

We can display the TV feed 

from a studio in one spot 

while showing CNN some-

where else. A great example 

of this is in the green room; 

Artists can hang out and see 

what's going on in the studio 

before they are interviewed. 

Oh, and we installed a Sonic 

Ice machine—The real deal. 

If you want those little pieces 

of ice, come by. We've got 

them. We have two green rooms: one of them 

for artists who visit, and the other for the air tal-

ent. Did I mention the full basketball court? 

Radio: A number of engineers tend to look back 

at a new facility build and say, "I wish I had done 

that differently." You have obviously been involved 

in a number of facility builds and have learned 

from those projects, but are there any things that 

you would change now that the NASH project is 

complete? 

Kline: We need a larger generator and more 

sophisticated building-wide UPS system than 

was there before when Citadel used the property 

for local radio broadcasting only. Work is in 

progress to upgrade both. 

Radio: Thanks for your time, Gary. 0 
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Alternate 
Transmitter Sites 
by Doug Irwin, CPBE DRB AMD 

n last November's Radio Magazine I contributed an article 

entitled "Building Better Backups!' The running theme 

through the article was "how badly do you want to stay 

on the air, really?" I'm going to reprise that theme in this 

article, with an emphasis on practical solutions. 

We all know as broadcast engineers that our primary function is to keep 

the station on the air and to "drop everything" to get the station back on 

the air should a failure of some sort take it off. Keeping our stations avail-

able to listeners is our business; but whether your station is commercial or 

non-commercial, there's a practical limit. Having an alternate transmitter 

site is the best way to keep your stations "on-air" no matter what. Whether 

you work in a small or major market, there's likely an approach you can take 

within your practical limits, to make such a site available. 

Let's take a look at an unusual occurrence that prompted a large alter-

nate site project. 

THE STATION FIRE 

Having burned 160,557 acres, the Station Fire was the 10th largest in 

modern California history, and the largest wildfire in the modern history 

of Los Angeles County. The Station Fire burned up the slopes of Mount 

Wilson, threatening nearly all of the television and FM radio transmitter 

sites on the summit, as well as 

the Mount Wilson Observatory. 

Around $ 100M was spent fight-

ing this fire. ( Source: Wikipedia.) 

I was working in New York 

at the time, but I went to the Mt. 

Wilson webcam many times to 

see the progress of the fire as it 

approached the summit. 

You may know that Los 

Angeles is the number 2 market 

in terms of population, but in fact 

it's the number 1 market in terms 

of revenue. Facing the possibility 

of their main transmitters sites 

being destroyed by the fire, major 

broadcast companies took quick 

action. 

CBS Radio has a large 

portfolio of FM stations in 

Los Angeles: KRTH, KTWV, 

KCBS-FM, KAMP and KROQ. 

All but KROQ have their main 
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The Station Fire threatens Mt. Wilson transmitter facilities 

transmitter sites at Mt. Wilson. Lynn Duke is the engineering manager for 

1CRTH, KTWV and ICNX 1070. He is also responsible for the FM transmit-

ter sites for KROQ, KAMP and KCBS-FM and was kind enough to assist 

with this article. Like many other LA radio engineers, Lynn lived through 

the Station Fire, and gained new experience from it. 

Not surprisingly, CBS Radio has a long-standing commitment to disas-

ter preparedness and had alternate transmitter site arrangements in place 

for most of its stations even before the Station Fire. KRTH had a 5 kW 

backup site at Verdugo Peak; KCBS-FM and KTWV shared a GatesAir ZX-

3500 in an N+1 arrangement at Verdugo—meaning that either KCBS-FM 

or KTWV could be on the air from there. I should note that Verdugo Peak, 

omen it e•imeizneu 

about 10 miles north of downtown Los Angeles, is the main transmitter 

site for KROQ. 

In 2009 KROQ already had a full-power backup site at Flint Peak, 

about 3 miles southeast of Verdugo, but with the fire threatening Mt. 

Wilson, CBS engineers were able to use an emergency antenna notifica-

tion to the FCC and put the KROQ aux transmitter at Flint Peak on 

the 1CAMP frequency (97.1). The Flint antenna is broadband enough to 

make that work. CBS Radio also has an emergency response vehicle that 

is posted in LA. The vehicle has a small studio with 3 kW FM transmitter 

on board, and serves as a shared resource for all of the CBS Radio sta-

tions in the Western Region. 

In the end, the fire was never did burn up to the top of Wilson. All 

of the transmitter sites survived, but CBS Radio management quickly 

decided that they needed a more robust system that allowed for all of 

its FMs to remain on the air in the event of another potential catas-

trophe such as the Station Fire. The "scare" precipitated a major set of 

upgrades beginning in 201-0. Thanks to Lynn, I had a visit to the site, 

and I'm able to share that visit with you. 

The KROQ/ICAMP/KRTH site is actually built inside of an old 

cold-war relic bunker that is up on top of Verdugo Peak. Once you go 

down the stairs into the bunker, it looks like most other transmitter 

sites, except that the equipment complement, the system design, and 

Providing technical precision as well as style and affordability. 
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the construction techniques are absolutely 

first rate. 

KCBS-FM and KTWV are in another building 

adjacent to the bunker on top of Verdugo. 

"We tried to include most of the features we 

have at our main sites at Verdugo. The thinking 

was that if we ever did lose Mt. Wilson, we might 

end up operating the Verdugo site for a prolonged 

period of time; said Lynn. "The site has already 

saved us a few times when there was a serious 

problem at a main site or when we needed to 

power down a main site to allow a tower crew to 
work safely" The main STL for each of the Ver-

dugo transmitters consists of an huraplex frame 
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to the new tablet-ready web page, from SmartPhone to dialup, 

you are never out of touch. 
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Racks at the Verdugo bunker site, including 
the KAMP auxiliary transmitter, a GatesAir 
ZX-5000 

fed by a Ti. KRTH also has a 950 MHz backup 

using a Moseley Starlink. Plans are in the works 

for 950 MHz hops for the other stations as well. 
For the time being, backup STU are provided by 

Telos Zephyr ISDN codecs. Additionally, each sta-

tion on Verdugo has its own Audio Vault playback 
workstation, flash media players with updated 

music and IDs, and for real emergencies, an AM 
receiver tuned to KNX as well as a TV receiver 

tuned to KCBS-TV. 

The main remote control for each of the sta-

tions is a Burk ARC Plus, riding up on IP over 

Ti from the studio locations. Each site has a 

secondary dialup remote control as well. A third 

remote control is planned for each station, con-

sisting of a Broadcast Tools SRC- 16 fed via serial 

data coming up on the 950 MHz STL links. 

"That last layer gives us control of the critical site 

functions independent of Telco connectivity," 

says Lynn. 

One thing I'd like to point out is that CBS 

Radio has built full HD Radio systems at each of 

its backup sites as well. 

Continued on page 26 

RF Specioltirm' 
Group 
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by Shane Toven, Editor 

E 
Each year, Radio magazine conducts a survey to measure compensation of technical professionals within the industry. This survey has been held 

annually since 1994 and serves as a valuable reference point. The data is gathered from readers who responded to links in the magazine, on the 

website, and in e-mail newsletters. Thank you to those who took a few moments of their time to provide input. 

MARKETS YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR BY THE NUMBERS 
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survey by posting a link at RadioMagOnline.com and noting the link in all its email newsletters. 



Introducing the all new DAD, the latest in a 25 year 
line of world class automation software !backed by 
ENCO's industry leading service and s4port. 
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make the most of your time and grow with you into the future. 



KCBS-FM and KTWV GatesAir HPX-20 auxil-

iary transmitters on Verdugo Peak 

Continued from page 22 

SMALLER-MARKET STRATEGIES 

All the problems that exist in larger markets exist in 

smaller markets as well. Let's review the basic ones: 

• Both antennas on the same tower? This is an obvious flaw. 

If the tower falls over because of a weather event, you're 

dead. Poor tower maintenance can also be problematic. 

• Access to the transmitter site: Again, think about 

weather-related events. Can you even get to the transmit-

ter site under all circumstances? Probably not. Is the road 

too snowy? Is it flooded out because of a hurricane? Have 
trees fallen over it? Have the authorities closed it down for 

some reason, like a forest fire? 

• lhe generator: It's important to have a reliable generator, clearly. What is the longest power failure you 

have planned for? Do you have enough fuel to run for a week or so? If not, can you get a delivery, or are 

they unable to drive up the road? Are they even open for business? Can you get your generator tech on 

the phone if need be? Can he even get there? 

• Three-phase main distribution panel: If this panel encounters problems, then you're really in trouble. You 

can do IR studies and maintain it, but no guarantees of course. 

"We're a smaller market and we simply can't afford to have an alternate site!" Well, you can say that 

of course, and you can sit back and do nothing, or you can figure something out. Rarely are there the 
"Finley" backup site with frequency agile 
transmitter serves four stations. 

"I enjoy knowing the people that run Smarts, because it 
. makes me feel confident that they will address my concerns. 

They are problem solvers. They help my radio station." 

- Laurie Prax, KVAK AM & FM/Valdez, AK 

"I can't say enough good things about Smarts Broadcast. 
They have saved my company lots of money over the years, 

and they've also made it a lot easier to operate a radio 
station. I can't remember the last time we had a problem. It runs 

that seamlessly." 

- Mark Jensen, MWB Broadcasting/York, NE 

13roadcasters trust us to get it right. 
SmartsBroadcast.com - 1-800-747-6278 

t4nr:' 

Hroao'cast Systems 
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resources necessary to make the job at hand 

easy; often times some sort of technological 

strategy must be employed. Let's take a look at 

an example of exactly what I'm talking about. 

Townsquare Media's Tri-Cities cluster 

(Richland/Kennewick/Pasco, Wash.) provides 

a great example of "engineering strategy" that 

you should know about. They built an N+1 site 

known as "Finley" that serves all four of the 

company's FM stations in the market (ICXRX, 

KEYW, KOLW and KORD). Market Engineer 

Tim Schall described the system for this article. 

The N+1 site is basically composed of a Nau-

tel VS2.5, and a two-bay Bext TFC2K, which is 

a broadband antenna. Each of the four stations 

has a licensed auxiliary for 2 kW ER?. All four 

stations are currently received at the site by their 

normal microwave channels. Each STL receiver 

feeds a composite switcher input—and naturally 

Coaxial switch and transmission line routing 
for KCBS-FM and KTVVV transmitters 

the output of that switch in turn feeds the com-

posite input of the VS2.5. 

In order to turn up the site, Tim estab-

lishes an IP connection to the transmitter, and 

then using the Nautel AUI he simply selects a 

particular profile. A profile is configured in the 

transmitter for each station—in this case, all 

that really needs to change is the frequency. Also 

Up RF 6pecioltieç 
Group 
www.rfspecialties.com 

configured in the profile is a logic high output 

that is wired to a particular input select on the 

composite switch. When each profile is selected, 

the appropriate composite feed is sent to the VS. 

The station chosen then comes up at the right 

frequency, TPO, and with the correct audio. 

mileminzemetem 

One interesting change that Tim plans in the 

near future is making use of another available 

feature in each profile: receiving audio via a 

Shoutcast or Icecast stream. Townsquare main-

tains a full 25 Mbps IP radio link to the site. By 

installing four Barix Instreamers at the common 

radiomagonline.com 1 OCTOBER 20 14 27 



Broadband antenna at the 
"Finley" site serves as backup 
for all four stations. 

IIIILIMAIKEEK810161 

studio location, he'll be able to have the VS grab the correct 

audio for each station, replacing the composite STL receivers 

and switch. This will allow Tim to re-allocate the four STL 

receivers at their associated main transmitter sites as backups. 

As you can tell, quite a bit of time and resources have 

been invested in this site. I asked Tim for a couple of 

examples when it came in handy. "Recently, there was 

a lot of tower work to be done at the KORD site. There 

are three FMs on that tower. The other two are owned 

by another company. To maintain NIER compliance, 

only one station could be on from the tower while the 

work was being done and it had be at greatly reduced 

power. Townsquare Media moved the operations to our 

Finley site and actually got better coverage from there 

than we would have at the power level necessary from 

the main site," said Tim. "There was another instance 

when the power failed at the KEYW site and it ( Finley) 

was pressed into service. There is no backup generator 

at KEYW." 

Even with the advantages of an N+1 site, Tim has some 

warnings that he wants to pass along. "If someone were 

to build a site like this, or even if I were going to build 

another one, I would insist on having the discussion of 

station priority. That is to say, if something happens and 

two stations are down at the same time, which station gets 

the backup? My market manager has made it clear which 

station gets this site if that should happen:' said Tim. 

Again, this is part of the engineering strategy, but one that 

is decided along with your local manager and PD. 

The approach you take toward establishing an alternate 

site depends upon the resources available to you. That, in 

turn, depends upon what is at stake in your particular busi-

ness circumstance. In smaller markets it may be that you'll 

have less to work with, sure. However, that should not be an 

insurmountable obstacle. Look at tower space that's under 

lease or otherwise available inexpensively, figure out a way 

to make space in the racks for a frequency-agile transmitter, 

and determine a backup means of getting program audio 

out to another site. Use your imagination and study what 

others have done. Borrow their best ideas to help solve your 

own. That's how it's done. 

Irwin is RF engineer/project manager for Clear Channel 
Los Angeles and a regular contributor to Radio magazine 

Three New Digital Audio Switching Solutions - An Interface for Every Application 

Introducing the AES-400 Series Digital and Analog Audio Switchers from BDI 

• 7 - • 
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": ea *bee** 

• 
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0001,1011 

AES-402  2 Input Digital Audio Switcher— Provides four AES3 output DA and 

analog L/R +4 dBm balanced output. Automatic features include silence and error 

switching which are all user configurable. Now with serial and parallel remote 

control interface . Includes a front panel headphone output too! 

AES-403 2 Input Digital Audio Switcher—Accepts two AES3 inputs or one input 

can be configured to accept analog L/R + 4dBm input. Provides 2 - AES3 outputs 

and analog L/R + 4 dBm output. Use for EAS insertion or to insert analog into 

your digital path. Has AES-402 functionality including automatic features. 

AES-404  4 Input Digital Audio Switcher—Provides two AES3 outputs and analog 

L/R +4 dBm balanced output. A great general purpose digital switcher where 

more than two inputs need to be accommodated. Serial and parallel remote 

control and front panel headphone output. 

www.broadcast-clevices.com Tel. ( 914) 737-5032 sales@broadcast-devices.com tedi 
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'NEVINVIAVE'+'0Ar 
ON AIR RADIO SOFTWARE FOR LIVE 
ON AIR & HARD DISK AUTOMATION 
PROFESSIONAL MR SOUND CARD 
WITH BALANCED ANALOG AND DIGITAL 
OUTPUTS ... ONE WEEK SCHEDULER ... 
EDITOR/RECORDER SOFTWARE FOR PRO-
DUCTION ... VOICE TRACKER ... MUSIC 
SCHEDULER ... JUST ADD A WINDOWS PC AND STIR. 

ARRAKIS SYSTEMS INC. 
Ef ,t ^`, • ,^ ' 

A perfect Live On Air Fr Automation solution for a single PC 
broadcast or Internet Radio station... 

only S1,100 bundle price* 
This NEW—WAVE software plus OFID-DAC hardware bundle combines the strengths of NEW—WAVE software with the professional features of the DlID-DAC 

MD player hardware. The software is perfect for live or automated on air radio or internat radio, while the hardware provides the high performance USE1 

play sound card with professional balanced analog and SPDIF digital outputs that the PC lacks. And because it is an external box that connects to the PC by 

LISB cable, there are no clumsy sound cards or drivers to install inside the PC. The internal PC sound card is used for appropriate background tasks such 

as Cueing and recording voice tracks. This remarkable combination of software and hardware, combined with a new PC, creates a powerful, professional 

iigital audio workstation for today's diverse radio applications. 

The NEW—WAVE software part of the bundle is designed specifically for playing audio files from hard disk, internet streams, FTP stored audio files, 

MP3 players, smart phones and much more. NEW WAVE brings together all of the newest technologies to produce an exciting show for your radio audi-

ence. Play live broadcasts, automated broadcasts, podcasts, and stream for internet radio... all at the same time. Most important, NEW—WAVE is quick to 

learn and easy to use. Designed for both novice and professional alike, it has the simplicity required to get to air quickly and yet the sophisticated features 

for advanced users. 

*save $150 from the individual product pricing 

New—wave software only S75g 

www.arrakis-systems.com 



FIELDREPORT 

Steinberg UR44 
by Chris Wygal, CBRE 

he 1990s introduced the idea of 

"virtual reality!' While it seemed 

strange that a computer could 

replicate physical touch and 

experience, less than 30 years later we are taking 

full advantage of it. The audio recording indus-

try has wholeheartedly replaced familiar rack 

mounted audio gear with VST (virtual studio 

technológy). Developed by Steinberg during the 

birth of the virtual reality era, audio "plugins" 

are frequently preferred over actual hardware. 

Additionally, DAWs live on laptop computers. 

An entire studio fits into a carry-on bag. What 

happened to all the knobs and buttons? 

USB 2.0 I/O interfaces have all but elimi-

nated real-time control. Mixing and processing 

are done in "post; and the physical control of 

signal flow is done in an edit window. Thank-

fully, by way of offering a high-quality interface 

STEINBER R4 
www.steinberg.net 
steinbergproductinfo@yamaha.com 

for non-linear editing and DAW 

control, Steinberg's UR44 delivers 

a powerful solution. The rugged 

six-input USB interface is pack-

aged with the dspMixFx UR44, a virtual 

on-screen mixer that brings back the comfort-

able functions of faders, knobs and all the other 

mixing surface favorites. 

WHAT IT IS 

The UR44 is a rugged metal box with four 

XLR-type and phone-type inputs on the front 

panel. These jacks offer options for mic and 

line-level inputs as well as two high-impedance 

inputs for guitars. Each input has gain control 

and 48V phantom power as well as red peak 

indicators. The front panel is also home to two 

headphone jacks with volume control and a 

master output control. The back panel houses 

two V," jacks for inputs five and six, four 1/4" 

jacks for line outputs and V4" jacks for the main 

outputs. All the jacks facilitate balanced or un-

balanced connections. Additionally, there is a 

standard MIDI I/O interface, USB 2.0 plug and 

the power connection. The UR44 will interface 

The UR44 features numerous front-
and rear- panel VO options 

directly with an iPad, and the "CC MODE" 

switch (also lotmted on the back panel) must be 

turned on for this function. Six sampling rates 

from 44.1 kHz to 192 kHz are available, as well 

as 11 buffer size options. 

THE VIRTUAL TOUR 
The UR44 comes with an installation CD 

with the USB (ASIO) driver, dspMixFx UR44 

mixer application and UR44 Extension, which 

allows the device to link properly with Cubase 

AI. The CD also includes the Basic FX Suite, 

providing the Sweet Spot Morphing Channel 

Strip, REV-X and Guitar Amp Classics. While 

guitar amp simulation may not apply to most 

radio production environments, it can still 

be used for some great effects! Cuba se AI is 

free with the UR44 and the aforementioned 

downloads will work seamlessly with other 

DAWs and editors via the dspMixFx UR44, or 

www.studioitems.com STUDIO ITEMS INCji, (815) 869-2070 

dí-) 
LOW PROFILE MIC BOOMS 

ON-AIR LIGHTS 

MICROPHONE ACCESSORIES 

HEADPHONE CONTROL PANELS 

SPEAKER MOUNTS 
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by employing them as VST3 plugins. 

dspMixFx UR44 is a powerfully nifty virtual mixing board that 

displays six input faders, a DAW fader and a master fader. It has highly 

granular input and output meters and two mixing surfaces via "Mix 1" 

and "Mix 27 Up to 20 user-defined presets can be stored. Each input 

channel has a stereo link feature, high-pass filter, phase inversion, effects 

send, pan, mute and solo controls. Additionally, each fader has on/off and 

edit enable button for the Sweet Spot Morphing Channel Strip. This is 

where the serious toys are made available for real-time dynamic process-

• ing and equalization. Traditional attack, release, ratio and knee functions 

are a mouse click away. A parametric equalizer and side chain filter live 

on the channel strip as well. The "drive" knob adjusts how much com-

pression is applied to the process. However, for ultimate adjustment and 

control the "Morph" knob adjusts the "Sweet Spot Data." Sweet Spot Data 

is pre-determined combinations of compression and equalization param-

eters. The function is very much experimental in the way it is used. It is, 

however, excellent for quickly finding a preset that works in a particular 

application. Once the "sweet spot" is found, store it! The most valuable 

aspect of the dspMixFx UR44 mixing, equalization and processing is that 

it is done in real time allowing for live monitoring of the effects. When 

a preset produces the right results, the parameters can be recorded and 

monitored live each time. All the processing is hardware-based, so there is 

no latency when monitoring. 

In addition to the Sweet Spot Morphing Channel Strip, four guitar 

distortion effects are available on each fader channel. The master fader 

houses "Rev-X" digital reverb effects. Each input send function is au-

tomatically routed to Rev-X, where hall, room and plate reverbs can be 

crafted for highly accurate and clean acoustic effects. A three-dimensional 

grid displays the parameters of the effects based on time, frequency and 

signal level. The Rev-X parameters include reverb time, initial delay, 

decay, room size, diffusion, high- and loW-pass filters and a few other 

familiar acoustic effect adjustments. 

ALL IN ONE BOX 

The UR44 boasts extremely quiet input and output preamps. The noise 

floor is practically non-existent, even while critically monitoring with 

headphones. During testing, two popular condenser mics and a well-

known dynamic mic were used. The inputs were smooth, full and quiet. 

The UR44 introduces no measurable noise to the signal chain. Its size and 

weight (3.51bs) make is easily portable or installed, taking up very little 

room in both situations. Plus, for those tried and true audio gurus who 

still want knobs and faders, the dspMixFx UR44 offers it onscreen with all 

the same functions. 

VVygai is the programmer and engineer for Victory FM at Liberty University, 
Lynchburg, VA 
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ECHTIPS 

Doug Irwin 
CPBE AMD 

A 

Repurposing 
Older Equipment 

recurring theme throughout this 

column has been repurposing older 

gear that one often finds around a 

radio station. Many of us don't like 

to relegate classic pieces of broadcast gear to the 

e-waste pile. 

I think the one device I have seen on storage 

shelves more than any other classic is the Orban 

8100 (Figure 1). No one wants to get rid of those 

it seems, and for good reason. The 8100 is a 

dual-band AGC, HF limiter and stereo genera-

tor combination all in one box: analog audio in, 

composite baseband out. The 8100 had a produc-

tion run from about 1981 through about 1992. 

Like any other device that is 20+ years old, 

the 8100 has parts that wear out. If you plan to 

put one back into service, consider changing the 

major power supply caps at the very least. The 

attenuator pots also get noisy as they age; you'll 

likely need to change those out. You might be able 

to get older ones to be quiet enough by applying a 

product such as Stabilant 22 from D.W. Electro-

chemical (Figure 2). 

A small cottage industry has grown up 

1•10 
Materials to Control Sound'. Eliminate 

e l 4 
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Meet he new 

eel 

e* 
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888-115-2900 
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Figure 1: Orban Optimod 8100-FM with XT chassis 

around the Orban analog processor line. You 

could consider getting an older 8100 com-

pletely rebuilt prior to use. (See: http://www. 

optimod.fm) 

So just what could you do with an older 

analog FM processor like the 8100? The most 

obvious use would be its original purpose—an 

on-air processor for FM. Since you found one 

on the shelf, I'll infer that you have something 

Figure 2: Stabilant 22A 

else on the air as a "main" processor. Instead 

of letting the 8100 collect dust, put it in place 

as a ready-to-go spare. Don't just wait until 

something happens to your "main" processor; 

have the backup installed and ready to go, 

with the ability to switch to it remotely. An 

easy-to-use composite switcher can be made 

using a Broadcast Tools SS 2.1 MLR/BNC. 

(See Figure 3) 

Some of you likely know that the Orban 

8100 had an accessory known as the "XT 

chassis!' (Pictured below the 8100 in Figure 

1) This was a 6-band AGC that was inserted 

between the output of the dual-band AGC 

section and the HF limiter. Many people like 

the sound of the XT but there really aren't that 

many of them around. If you want to "hotrod" 

the 8100 (to some extent) you can make use 

of the same send and return audio points 

available on the motherboard that were used 

to make insert points for the XT. Instead of 

the XT chassis, you can make use of a pair of 

Texar Prisms, for example. Your system would 

then be dual band AGC » multiband AGC 

» HF limiter » stereo generator. You would 

use the 8100's AGC to ride gain into your 

multiband, and then you would use the output 

level of your multiband to drive the HF limiter 

inputs. Not a bad "backup" processing scheme 

by any means. 

Another common use for the 8100 is a 

headphone processor for the air studio. "Back 

in the day" it was common for jocks to listen 

directly off-air to themselves. Today there are 

many reasons why that may not be possible: 

a profanity delay inserted in the program 

chain, delay due to HD Radio transmis-

sion, or delay due to a digital STL system or 

ES-185U/NTP GPS Master Clock 
With ESE's Master Clock, you can display Universal Time Code 

via the 12-channel GPS reciever and generate many types of 

Time Code ( NTP, SMPTE/EBU, IRIG-B, ESE-TC89, ESE-TC90 

RS232C/ASCII, & USB), and an extremely accurate 1PPS signal. 

You can also easily interface with new or existing computers, 

automation and clock systems. Visit www.ese-web.com for 

all your time synchronization needs. 

ESE, 142 Sierra Street, El Segundo, CA 90245 USA, Tel (310) 322-2136 
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certain digital audio processing techniques. 

Jocks rarely listen to themselves in real time 

anymore. Universally, jocks seem to like to hear 

themselves with some sort of audio processing 

going on. The 8100 can fulfill this role pretty 

well, and hopefully give your jocks some feel 

for how the AGC affects the on-air mix. This 

is important because when someone talks over 

a music bed ( for example) they really need to 

RE E 
D.W. Electrochemical I www.stabtlant.com 
Optimod Refurbishing I www.optimod.fm 
Broadcast Tools I www.broadcasttools.com 

WE NEED Y R TIP 
Tech tips may be suitable to earn SBE 
recertification credits. Send your tips to 
radio@RadioMagOnline.com. 

BROADCAST-

tools SS 2.1 MLR Switcher/Router 
, 10400,/rengi al, g Keats 

2 Enable Mute .5 R, 

Figure 3: Broadcast Tools SS 2.1 MLR/BNC 

hear the effects of AGC so that they can tell 

whether or not their own voice is loud enough 

with respect to the music bed and not getting 

"drowned out" by it. If they listen to "flat" 

(unprocessed) audio it's really hard to tell if the 

mix will be good from the standpoint of the 

listening audience. That's where an AGC for 

headphones helps. 

If you use the 8100 for this purpose, 

there are RCA connectors on the rear apron 

that have processed audio on them-with 

pre-emphasis. You can use these, but you'll 

need to add de-emphasis ahead of the feed to 

your headphone amps. The better way is open-

ing up the 8100 and stealing the output of the 

dual-band AGC from the correct points on the 

motherboard. Clearly you will need to have an 

8100 manual for this, 13 

Irwin is RF engineer/project manager for 
Clear Channel Los Angeles. Contact him 
at doug@dougiiwin.net. 
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MOORETRONIX 
RROADCAST & INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 

Our 14th Year 
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you for 

your confidence and equipment purchases. 

We Re-Condition 
Pacific Recorders BMX AMX. ABX and RMX. 

Stereo-Mixer and Mixer News-Mixer products. 

We Have 
Replacement Wind Screens and Blast Filters 

for the SM-5B microphone. 

We Repair & Re-Crystal 
STL Transmitters, STL Receivers, 

and RPU equipment. 

See the "News-Update" page at our website. 

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812 
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM 
E-Mail us at: rrmoorejr@aol.com 

WEATHER RADIO 
Model CRW-S With Same Decoding 

1101111111111.X.11.1. 

10 O. 

Sensitivity . 28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting. All seven frequencies. 

SAME decoding demutes receiver, closes relay and gates audio 

to 600 ohm rear terminals. Another set of rear terminals has 

continuous 600 ohm audio output. Double conversion crystal 

controlled, crystal filter in first I.F.. ceramic filter in second I.F. Dual 
gate MOS FET front end. 50 ohm coaxial input. Adjacent channel 

±25 kHz) down to 70 dB. 19" rack mount, 1.75" H. all metal 

enclosure. In stock — available for immediate delivery. 

THE WEATHER RADIO WILL NOW DRIVE A REMOTE SIGN BOARD 

GORMAN REDLICH MANUFACTURING CO 
257 W. Union Street Athens, Ohio 45701 

Phone: 740-593-3150 jimg@gornnan-redlich.com 

www.gorman-redlich.com 

GALLERY 
Jranscom 
Lorporation 

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters 
Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers 

Used FM Transmitters 

100W 2008 BE FM100C 
500 W 2000 BE FM 500C 
3.5 KW 2000 Harris Z3.5CD, solid-state 
5 KW 1995 Harris HT5CD 
5 KW 1999 Harris Z5CD, solid-state 
5 KW 2006 Harris Z5, solid-state, unused 
7.5 KW 2002 Harris Z7.5CD, solid-state, S PH 
20 KW 1989 BE FM206 
25 KW 2008 Continental 816HD w/ Flexstar/Exporter 
25 KW 1996 Harris HT25CD 
27.5 KW 1994 Continental 816R-4B, SS IPA 
30 KW 1988 Harris FM3OK 
35 KW 1990 BE FM356 

Used AM Transmitters 
Please call or email for current listing 

nautei Harris IreJ 
Exciters 
Please see our current listings on our 
website 

New 7V Transmitters 
Visit our website for the latest sales 
Special Discount Pricing On: 
VHF and UHF Transmitters and 
Antennas ( 100w to 10 kW) 

TV STL 

C.r.mr.ext eiretto.., 

crown BTOROCF157 

Used Misc. Equipment 
BE FC30, SCA Generator 
Bird Model 8936, 10 kW air-cooled RF Load 
Dielectric 4-port motorized switch, 3-1/8" 
Harris N + 1 Controller 
Harris THE- 1, FM exciter 
Marti ME 40, FM exciter 
MCI 4 Port 1-5/8" Coaxial Switch 
Sola Constant Voltage 
Transformer #23-23-230-8 

Please visit our website, www.fmamtv.com for additional listings or 
CALL US FOR A QUOTE! 

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006 
800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361 

607 [EÂb, AEA? 
WANT TO KNOW ABOUT IT? 

Just hook up a Silence Sense Jr. 

Silence Sense Detector 

to monitor your audio. 

Adjustable input 

sensitivity and 

two ranges of 

adjustable silence 

ime-out, up to one 

minute and up to four minute 

maximums. LED indicators included 

for audio activity and timeout. 

Switch selectable momentary or 

continJous relay output rated at 2 A, 

and inIernally jumper selectable for 

normally open or normally closed 

operation. Battery back-up is 

standard. 

nly 109.00 + Shipping 

GOT INTEREST? 
For details on this and other innovative products 
or the oroadcaster please visit us on the web it 

www.dmengineedngocom 
Db,101 2174 Chandler St Camarillo, CA 93010 
Enloe. 805-987-7881 800-249-0487 

Fax: 760-744-1943 

www.rfparts.com 

rfp@rfparts.com 
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KNOWLEDGE • EXPERIENCE • CONFIDENCE 

ON-AIR • ON-AIR 
• RECORDING 

LIGHTS • APPLAUSE 

Made in the USA from polished aluminum 
and sign-grade Lexan for the ultimate 
professional look. 

www.cbt-net.comionair 
info@cbt-net.com 
858-536-2927 

Engineering Software 

•Create "real-world" coverage maps, interference 
studies, and population reports with Probe 4" 

• Find STL broadcast auxiliary and Part 101 
microwave frequencies and generate PCN letters 
with Microwave Pro" 

•AM Pro 2'", used da0y by FCC engineers, 

performs skywave and groundwave allocation 
studies and AM coverage mapping. 

•Map FM stations and discover upgrade possibilities 
using FCC minimum separations and contour-to-
contour methods with FMCommander" 

¡Me Leader in 

Broadcast 
Engineering COMMUNICATIONS® 

R.F. Communications Software 
Software! and Engineering Consulting 

oft 

www.V-Soft.com (800) 743-3684 

Circuittikrkes IlVete PowEr! 

SiteSEntry2 & 4 - Transmitter Controllers 
With 2 or 4 meter inputs, 2 status inputs, stereo audio sensor & onboard 
temperature sensor, you can moni or your site from any Web browser, 
anywhere! Six releys ( 2 DPDT & 4 SPST) give ample control for many 
stations. Low & high alarm handling with multi-step actions. Logging 
& e-mailing of lots- alarms incILdee. Streaming audio option available. 

Sicon-Et - b Er D:al-up Remote Control 

The SicDn-8 lets you control your site via Internet with its internal Web 
server. via telephone, auto-answering cell phone or our free software. 

Setup is a breeze using the Sicontroller software that also includes 
scriptimg, e-mail awls, multi-site management, virtual metering & more! 

111111b 

VVAM-2 - Audio Monitor w,,VVeb 
Monitoryour audio fnom any Wet browser. When silence is detected, it 
can perform user-pecgrammed, automated, sequences of relay actions & 
can also -espond to user control via the network or via externz I status 
inputs. E-mailing of togs/alarms included Streaming audio option available. 

GEt info on thEse & other great remote 

control products at vinovw.circuitwerkes.com 

nyestigator 

Crete & 5sp ay 

VIFMCollours 
rfSoftware, Inc. 

legin.er,” tool. 

2010 Ceosus Data Available MOM 
Our all in one program saves 

time and money 
with software that gives 
you the tools you need to 

work smarter not harder. 

C3I1 352161.1100 for 
LIM rfsoftware.com Today 

PHASETEK, INC. 

PHASETEK'S manufacturing facility and 
components expertise are available to de-
sign and fabricate any type of inductor or 
special R.F. component. 

Our experienced staff of engineers and 
production personnel are dedicated to 
provide the broadcast industry the highest 
quality custom designed phasing equip-
ment. 

CUSTOM PHASOR INSTALLATION 

RADIO- STATION WXYT, DETROIT, MICHIGAN 

9 TOWER, MI KW DA-2 PHASOR SYSTEM 

PHASETEK, INC. 
550 CALIFORNIA RD. UNIT 11 
QUAKERTOWN PA 18951 

PHONE: 215-536-6648 FAX: 215-536-7180 

TOLL-FREE: 800-742-7383 
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INTERNACIONAL 

World Leader 
in 

AM- FM 
Transmitters 

(omplete Inventory au 

www.Besco-Int.com 
Pre- Owned AM-FM units in stock! 

Now carrying new rack mount 
Amps and FM transmitters from 
30 watts to 14Kw of solid state 
power for FM Analog and HD 
IBOC carriers. 

New and used FM antenna with 
coax and connectors tuned to 
needed frequency. 

Rob %luny - President 

Sales: (321) 960-4001 
Email: Sales@Besco-Int.com 

ADVERTISER 

Arrakis Systems 

AudioScience 

BDI 

Besco Internacional 

Broadcast Software Intl 

Broadcasters General Store 

Burk 

CBT Systems 

CircuitWerkes 

Comrex 

Day Sequerra 

Digi:al Jukebox 

DM Engineering 

Enca 

ESE 

Gates Air 

Gorman Redlich 

Granam Studios 

lnovonics 

FIND THE MIC WINNER 

AUGUST ISSUE 

Mark Nason 
Husson University 

Bangor, Maine 

He won a USX- 110 

mic-to-USB inter-

face from 

Hosa Technology. 

hosatech.com 

The microphone 

was hidden in 

the display of the 

far left screen 

The winner is drawn from the correct entries for 
the issue two months prior No purchase necessary 
For complete rus, go to RadioMagOnline.corn 
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www.digitaljukebox.com 

www.dmengineering.com 

www.enco.com 

www.ese-web.com 

http://www.gatesair.com 

www.gorman-redlich.com 

www.graham-studios.com 

www.inovon.com 

Kintronic Lab 

Lamo 

Mooretronix 

Myat 

Nautel Electronics 

Phasetek 

RF Parts 

RF Software 

RF Specialties Group 

Sandies 

SCMS 

Smarts Broadcast 

Studio Items Inc. 

Thermobond Buildings 

Transcom Corporation 

V-Soft Communications 

Wheatstone 

Wide Orbit 

www.amgroundsystems.com 

866-22RADIC 

GET YOUR OWN COPY! 
Each month the Radio Technology Leader 
brings you the latest must-read information about 
resto tintadcasting. 

To start your own FREE subscription go to 

www.nyradiomag.com 

and complete the online form TODAY! 
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SIGNOFF 

2014 Marks the 50th Year of the Society 

This Month in SBE History: A National Voice 
by Chriss Scherer 

A 
s the Society of Broadcast Engi-

neers grew and evolved in serving 

its members, it also expanded its 

role in being a technical voice in 

broadcasting issues. After the Communication 

Act of 1934 was passed to consolidate the regu-

lation of telephone, telegraph and radio com-

munications under the oversight of the Federal 

Communications Commission (which replaced 

the Federal Radio Commission), subsequent 

changes added television broadcasting in 1967 

and cable TV in 1984. 

One of the first efforts by the SBE to express 

its voice on a larger scale, the SBE formed the 

SBE Technical Advisory Committee in October 

1978. The committee's goal was to represent the 

SBE on panels, board and industry commit-

tees on matters relating to SBE and broadcast 

interests. 

This committee's first chance to participate 

came in 1979 when the Society of Motion 

Picture and Television Engineers asked the SBE 

to be part of a committee to write technical 

standards for the digital control and interface of 

automatic television control systems. 

Later, the SBE began submitting comments to 
the FCC rulemalcing process and even making 

visits to legislators and the FCC in Washing-

ton, DC. SBE Past President Richard Rudman, 

CPBE, on business trips to DC, would often 

schedule appointments. 

RF 5peciciltiec® 
Group 
www.rfspecialties.com 

In the 1980s, the SBE began making regular 

FCC filings via an ad hoc committee headed by 

Dane Ericksen, CSRTE CBNT 8-VSB, which 

later became a formal under the FC Liaison 

Committee about 1991, which Ericksen chaired. 

In 2008, the FCC Liaison Committee was 

reorganized and given an updated mission as the 

Government Relations Committee by then SBE 

President Barry Thomas, CPBE DRB CBNE, 

which was launched in 2008. 

Over the years, the SBE has gained a re-

spected voice in the industry. The SBE has been 

asked to partner on filings by other organiza-

tions, including the NAB, MSTV, the ATSC, and 

even governmental agencies. 

SBE efforts to affect legislation have included 

visits to Capitol Hill, like the one pictured above 

in 2011. Left to right: Vinny Lopez, CEV CBNT 

(then past president); Barry Thomas, CPBE DRB 

CBNE (past president and then Government 

Liaison Committee chairman); Ralph Hogan, 

CPBE DRB CBNE (then president); Chris Imlay 

(general counsel); John Poray, CAE (executive 

director) 

CERTIFICATION EXPANSION 

The SBE's Program of Certification was 

launched in 1975, but in December 1978, 

an FCC action brought on an update to the 

program: The FCC eliminated the Third-Class 

operator license. This left a void in broadcast-

ing for an entry-level standard to demonstrate 

a person's technical abilities. The SBE 

began developing a new level of certi-

fication. 

In October 1980, the SBE unveiled 

its plan to create the Certified Broad-

cast Technologist (now abbreviated as 

CBT) level of certification. The CBT 

is now the first level of what I have 

always called the "core four" levels 

of SBE certification. The other three 

are the Certified Broadcast Engineer 

(CBRE and CBTE), the Certified Senior 

Broadcast Engineer (CSRE and CSTE) 

and Certified Professional Broadcast 

Engineer (CPBE). 

In 1995, the FCC eliminated all li-

censed operator requirements at radio 

stations, and in response, the SBE created the 

Certified Radio Operator (CRO) and Certified 

Television Operator (CTO) levels of certifica-

tion. The SBE is currently revising the "SBE 

Certification Handbook for Radio Operators," 

which is the preparation guide to take the CRO 

exam. The second edition of the book is in its 

final stages of editing and will be available by 

the end of 2014.0 

Scherer is a contract engineer and recording 
engineer in Kansas City, and former editor 
of Radio magazine. 
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Radio Automation... 
Wrirmlinrimr — 

DIGILINKNHO 
MULTI-SIMIUN, MULTI-SITE SUPPORT 
• VOICE TRACK FROM ANYWHERE 
I SCHEDULE FROM ANYWHERE 
• SUPPORTS 'VPN' NETWORKING 
LARGE NETWORK FEATURES 
MULTI-STATION/SITE AUDIO DISTRIBUTION 
• MULTI SOUND CARD CONSOLE INTERFACE 
LIVE AND AUTOMATED UNATTENDED GAMES 

Get a complete Multi- station si 
upgrades, suppor 

ARRAKIS SYSTEMS INC. 
wIrI/W1/111 el I ell rid'i Iliro 

Play 111•1rdule 

- 

ion with software, hardware, 
nd training for... 

Designed for multi- station and multi- site radio groups. Digilink-HD is full featured, and it is easy to install, use, and maintain. Choose from either the no 

contract $$$ per month Solutions Program' or the `Digilink-HO' purchase option. 

With the $$$ per month 'Solutions Program,' you receive Digilink-HD on air software, DHD-tools Manager software for the on air PC, and " Bridge" 

harcware PLUS training, support, and upgrades for your ENTIRE radio station. You then purchase factory configured DELL PCs from Arrakis. For less 

than the cost of a customer support contract for most automation systems, you can be on air tomorrow with Digilink-HD. 

With the Digilink-HD' purchase option for $ 10,500, you purchase a complete system ready for air: DELL business PC, Arrakis ' Bridge', and Digilink-

HD software for on air, production, scheduling, voice tracking and more. The system comes with a full year of the ' Solutions Program' with training, 

support, upgrades, and next business day Bridge' replacement if it should fail. The DELL PC comes with 3 years of next business day, on site service 

from DELL. The HD-tools Manager software for scheduling, reporting, voice tracking etc is only $ 500 per studio. 

*There are substantial discounts for additional on air studios on the same site 

Order your system today... call us at 970-401-0730 ext 309 

www.arrakis-systems.com 



FM/HD AUDIO PROCESSING  
wheatstone-processing.com 

•  

• • 

GET SOME SKIN 
IN THE GAME 

Oniy Wheatstone Processors Give You What You Need 
to Make First Round Craft Pick In The Ratings Game 

1=v-vIncAsi- AUDIO PERFFC— InNic-r, 

1.252.638-70001 sales@wheatstone.com 




